
FOOD GRADE LUBRICANTS

®

PERFORMANCE LUBRICANTS  •  APPLICATION EQUIPMENT  •  LUBRICATION MANAGEMENT  •  BREATHERS

Whitmore’s high-performance and safe food grade lubricants line, Medallion™, is highly 
recommended for industrial applications where lubricants may have incidental contact with 
edible products. Medallion products are NSF H-1 Registered and authorized to be used in food 
processing plants worldwide. Medallion Supreme CSC, FM Grease, Penetrating Chain Oil, FM Gear 
Oil, and FM Hydraulic Oil are Kosher and Halal Certified. 

•   Safe and authorized to be used in food processing plants worldwide
•  Minimize downtime 
•  Lower operating costs
•  Longer lasting equipment life



MEDALLION   FOOD GRADE LUBRICANTS
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Medallion Supreme CSC 
A extreme pressure, high-performance food machinery grease. It is suitable for a wide variety of applications including the most severe. The 
thickener in Medallion Supreme CSC is calcium sulfonate based with a powerful anti-rust agent. The finished grease resists water and prevents 
corrosion, while protecting equipment from acidic fumes and caustic chemicals. Ideally used to lubricate slow-moving and highly loaded 
bearings, high speed equipment such as electric motor bearings, bushings, slides, rollers and cam  followers. It can also be used as a anti-rust 
film and release agent for gaskets and seals.

NSF H-1 Registered, Kosher and Halal Certified
Grade: NLGI 2
Packaging: Cartridges - 50/case, Pails, Kegs, Drums

Medallion FM Grease 
A extreme pressure, versatile grease that provides excellent protection from wear under a wide range of conditions, including heavy load. 
Its water-resistance minimizes the loss of lubricant while the antiwear additives protect metal surfaces from wear under conditions of 
metal-to-metal contact. This adhesive and cohesive grease resists being pounded out of bearings and bushings under shock load. 
Medallion FM Grease's wide temperature range can be used down to -25°F (-32°C) and can withstand 300°F (155°C) with daily re-greasing. 
It's ideally used to lubricate bearings, bushings, slides, rollers and cam followers. It can also be used as an anti-rust film and as a release 
agent for gaskets and seals.

NSF H-1 Registered, Kosher and Halal Certified
Grades: NLGI 0, 1, 2
Packaging: Cartridges - 50/case, Pails, Kegs, Drums

Medallion White Anti-Seize 
A premium quality assembly paste that provides excellent protection from seizure, galling, rust and corrosion. Medallion White Anti-Seize 
protects metal surfaces from wear due to vibrations that can  occur under static contact conditions. This protective, water-resistant is effective 
at temperatures as low as -65°F(-54°C). It may be used in any tight-fitting static application, such as, pipe fittings and bolts, and is particularly 
useful where corrosion and seizure have occurred in the past. It's suitable for use in bushings (plain bearings) and chisel bushings on hydraulic 
hammers. It can also be used as an anti-rust film and as a release agent for gaskets.

NSF H-1 Registered and Halal Certified
Grade: NLGI 1.5
Packaging: ½ and 1 lb. Brush Top Cans- 12/case

Medallion Penetrating Chain Oil 
A multi-purpose, light lubricating oil that can be used as a lubricant, penetrating oil and anti-rust film on equipment and parts where there is 
possible contact with edible products. Ideal for use on conveyor chains operating at temperatures from -40°F (-40°C) to 180°F (80°C).

NSF H-1 Registered, Kosher and Halal Certified
Grade: ISO 32
Packaging: Aerosols (Bladder and Non-Bladder) – 12/case, Pails

Medallion FM Gear Oil 
Contains anti-wear additives protect metal surfaces and reduce downtime due to component failure. Ideal applications for this product include 
parallel shaft gearboxes, moderately loaded gear drives, oiled bearings and couplings. 

NSF H-1 Registered, Kosher and Halal Certified
Grades: SAE 80W-90, 85W-140, 1SO 680, 1000 
Packaging: Pails, Drums

Medallion FM Hydraulic Oil 
Contains anti-wear additives and rust/corrosion inhibitors to protect metal surfaces and reduce 
downtime due to component failure. It's ideally used in areas where a nontoxic oil is required. 
Medallion FM Hydraulic Oil is recommended for high-pressure hydraulic systems, and bearing 
lubrication, as well as, airline oilers and low pressure vacuum pumps. 

NSF H-1 Registered, Kosher and Halal Certified
Grades: ISO 32, 46, 68, 100
Packaging: Pails, Drums

Medallion Synthetic Air Compressor Oil 
Fully synthetic lubricant formulated using the finest PAO (polyalphaolefin) base stocks available. 
Medallion Synthetic Air Compressor Oil imparts excellent resistance to oxidation demanded by the 
sophisticated air systems manufactured today. It  provides outstanding high temperature stability 
up to 400°F (200°C), longer drain intervals, and clean operation of equipment. Suitable for a wide 
variety of applications to include wire ropes, slideways and chains.  It can be used for use on 
conveyor chains and other open lubrication points operating at high temperatures. Also acceptable 
for use in rotary screw, centrifugal and reciprocating compressors. 

NSF H-1 Registered
Grade: ISO 32, 46, 68, 100, 150
Packaging: Pails, Drums
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